
Real-time network detection and
database management.

BTS HUNTER
THE BEST SOLUTION FOR UNCOVERING
SUSPICIOUS CELLULAR NETWORK ACTIVITY

Looks like a regular
smartphone

Works worldwide

Our BTS Hunter is a powerful device designed for detecting and

analyzing suspicious cells in a network. It offers real-time cell

detection, and database management capabilities. With

customizable filters and a user-friendly dashboard, users can

easily manage and monitor BTS Hunter devices. The system

provides notifications for suspicious cell detection, device status

changes. It also allows for the export and import of the cell

database. Our BTS Hunteris passive device, so it cannot be

detected even by the IMSI Catcher itself.

With BTS Hunter, you can proactively safeguard your cellular

network from potential threats and unauthorized activities (for

example IMSI Catchers). Empower your law enforcement agency,

frequency control agency, or organization with the latest in cellular

network security technology.

Works without a SIM
card and internet
connection

A passive device that cannot be
detected, even by the IMSI
Catcher itself.

It analyzes 2G/3G/4G/5G
mobile networks and also
supports 5G-NSA and 5G-SA.



BTS HUNTER
KEY FEATURES

Real-time Detection: 
BTS Hunter’s intelligent algorithm, utilizing
over 100 parameters, quickly identifies and
alerts you to the presence of malicious cell-
site simulators. It supports 2G/3G/4G/5G and
5G-NSA, 5G-SA networks.

Precise Location Tracking: With its built-in
cell search capability, BTS Hunter pinpoints
the exact location of the detected malicious
transmitter, empowering you to take
immediate action.

Enhanced Search Experience: Optimize
your scanning process with the optional
plugin external directional antenna. It offers
improved search accuracy by identifying the
direction of the signal source.

Discreet device: This portable device looks
like a normal smartphone, which is perfect
for protecting VIPs on the go. There is no
need to insert a SIM card into the device and
it does not need to be connected to the
internet. It’s fully functional worldwide, so
you can use it wherever you need it.

Passive device: Our BTS Hunter cannot be
detected even by the IMSI Catcher itself.

Centralized Management: The web
dashboard, that is available for extra cost
allows seamless operation of multiple BTS
Hunter devices from a single location. Track
and control all devices, receive real-time
alerts on suspicious activity, and benefit from
enhanced intelligence analysis.


